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A SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR ADAPTIVE MEDIA CONTENT DELIVERY

FIELD OF INVENTION
The present invention relates to a system and method for adaptive delivering of media content over a network having varying bandwidth capacities.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Delivery of media content such as video and audio over a network requires coping with bandwidth which varies with time and location. This variation in bandwidth causes data losses and latency in the media content being delivered. Thus, a client with low-bandwidth connection experiences interruption and jittering playback of the delivered media content. In regard to this, adaptive media content delivery is developed. Such adaptive media content delivery adapts the quality of the media content to be delivered based on the client's bandwidth connection. Thus, the quality of the media content can be scaled down for delivering to the client having a low-bandwidth connection.

In European Patent No. 1777969, an adaptive video transmission with variable frame rate is provided. The method includes: (a) measuring the transmission capacity to the receiver; (b) determining the rate of change of transmission capacity; and (c) adjusting the transmitted video frame rate as a function of the said rate of change.

In US Patent No. 6014694, a system for adaptively transporting video over networks is disclosed. The system comprises a video/audio codec that functions to compress, code, decode and decompress video streams that are transmitted over networks having available bandwidths that vary with time and location. Depending on the channel bandwidth, the system adjusts the compression ratio to accommodate a plurality of bandwidths ranging from 20 Kbps for POTS to several Mbps for switched LAN and ATM environments. Bandwidth adjustability is provided by offering a trade off between video resolution, frame rate and individual frame quality. The system generates a video data stream comprised of Key, P and B frames from a raw source of video. Each frame type is further comprised of multiple levels of data representing varying degrees of quality. In addition, several video server platforms can be utilized in tandem to transmit video/audio information.
with each video server platform transmitting information for a single compression/resolution level.

However, such adaptive media content delivery may not be suitable for a surveillance system. The clarity of the media content and the event carried by the media content are essential elements for forensic processing of the media content. Thus, by reducing the quality of the delivered media content, suspicious event that is captured in the media content cannot be seen clearly through a playback at the client.

Therefore, there is a need to provide a system for adaptive delivering of media content while considering events captured in the media content.

**SUMMARY OF INVENTION**

According to a first aspect of the present invention, a system for adaptive media content delivery (100) is provided. The system (100) comprises of at least one media source (110), a server (130), and a client device (150). The server (130) includes at least one video analytic component (132), wherein the at least one video analytic component (132) is used to analyse event in images captured by the at least one media source (110); a bandwidth rate receiver component (135), wherein the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135) is used to estimate the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection; a quality decision component (136), wherein the quality decision component (136) is used to perform image compression for each frame and selective temporal buffer frames based on bandwidth of the client device (150) connection and event captured in the images; and a video encoder (137), wherein the video encoder (137) is used to encode the compressed and selected temporal buffer frames from the quality decision component (136) into a video.

According to a second aspect of the present invention, a method for delivering of a media content by using the system for adaptive media content delivery (100) is provided. The method comprises the steps of receiving a plurality of captured images or video frames from at least one media source (110) by a video acquisition component (131); analysing each frame by at least one video analytic component (132) to determine whether an event is detected in each frame; buffering the frames in a video buffering component (134); estimating bandwidth of a client device (150)
connection by the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135); performing image compression on each frame and selective temporal buffer frames by a quality decision component (136), wherein the image compression and selective temporal buffer frames are performed based on the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection and the event detected in each frame; encoding the compressed and selected temporal buffer frames into video by a video encoder (137); and transmitting the video to the client device (150).

Preferably, the bandwidth estimation includes the steps of sending a test frame from the client device (150) to the server (130); recording arrival time of the first bit and the last bit of the test frame; and calculating the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection based on data size of the test frame, arrival time of the last bit of the test frame, and the arrival time of the first bit of the test frame.

Preferably, the step of performing image compression on each frame and selective temporal buffer frames by a quality decision component (136) includes the steps of: (a) selecting and extracting a frame from the video buffering component (134); (b) determining whether an event is detected in the frame, wherein if an event is detected in the frame, selecting a lower image compression ratio and more frequent frame sequence for the following frame by the quality decision component (136), and wherein if there is no event detected in the frame, selecting a higher image compression ratio and less frequent frame sequence for the following frame by the quality decision component (136); (c) compressing the frame based on the selected compression ratio; (d) packetizing the compressed frame with previous selected frames; (e) comparing total size of the packetized frames with the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection, wherein if the total size of the packetized frames is lower than the bandwidth estimated by the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135), repeating steps (a) to (d) for the following frame selected from the video buffering component (134), and wherein if the total size of the packetized frames is higher than the bandwidth estimated by the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135), compressing the packetized frames if the packetized frames can be reduced to a size lower than or equal to the estimated bandwidth or discarding the frame from the packetized frames if the packetized frames cannot be reduced to a size lower than or equal to the estimated bandwidth; and (f) sending the packetized frames to the video encoder (137).
According to a third aspect of the present invention, a server (130) for delivering media content to a client device (150) is provided. The server (130) comprises of a video acquisition component (131), a database (133), a video buffering component (134), and a socket listener component (138). Moreover, the server (130) further includes at least one video analytic component (132), wherein the at least one video analytic component (132) is used to analyse event in images captured by the at least one media source (110); a bandwidth rate receiver component (135), wherein the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135) is used to estimate the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection; a quality decision component (136), wherein the quality decision component (136) is used to perform image compression for each frame and selective temporal buffer frames based on bandwidth of the client device (150) connection and event captured in the images; and a video encoder (137), wherein the video encoder (137) is used to encode the compressed and selected temporal buffer frames from the quality decision component (136) into a video.

According to a fourth aspect of the present invention, a method for delivering of a media content by using the server (130) is provided. The method comprises the steps of receiving a plurality of captured images or video frames by a video acquisition component (131); analysing each frame by at least one video analytic component (132) to determine whether an event is detected in each frame; buffering the frames in a video buffering component (134); estimating bandwidth of a client device (150) connection by the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135); performing image compression on each frame and selective temporal buffer frames by a quality decision component (136), wherein the image compression and selective temporal buffer frames are performed based on the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection and the event detected in each frame; encoding the compressed and selected temporal buffer frames into video by a video encoder (137); and transmitting the video to the client device (150).

Preferably, the bandwidth estimation includes the steps of sending a test frame from the client device (150) to the server (130); recording arrival time of the first bit and the last bit of the test frame; and calculating the bandwidth of the client
device (150) connection based on data size of the test frame, arrival time of the last bit of the test frame, and the arrival time of the first bit of the test frame.

Preferably, the step of performing image compression on each frame and selective temporal buffer frames by a quality decision component (136) includes the steps of: (a) selecting and extracting a frame from the video buffering component (134); (b) determining whether an event is detected in the frame, wherein if an event is detected in the frame, selecting a lower image compression ratio and more frequent frame sequence for the following frame by the quality decision component (136), and wherein if there is no event detected in the frame, selecting a higher image compression ratio and less frequent frame sequence for the following by frame the quality decision component (136); (c) compressing the frame based on the selected compression ratio; (d) packetizing the compressed frame with previous selected frames; (e) comparing total size of the packetized frames with the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection, wherein if the total size of the packetized frames is lower than the bandwidth estimated by the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135), repeating steps (a) to (d) for the following frame selected from the video buffering component (134), and wherein if the total size of the packetized frames is higher than the bandwidth estimated by the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135), compressing the packetized frames if the packetized frames can be reduced to a size lower than or equal to the estimated bandwidth or discarding the frame from the packetized frames if the packetized frames cannot be reduced to a size lower than or equal to the estimated bandwidth; and (f) sending the packetized frames to the video encoder (137).

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and constitute a part of the specification, illustrate embodiments of the invention and, together with the description, serve to explain the principles of the invention.

FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a system for adaptive media content delivery (100) according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 2 shows a flowchart of a method for adaptive delivering of media content using the system (100) of FIG. 1 according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 3 shows a flowchart of a method for performing image compression and selective temporal buffer frames by the quality decision component (136) by using a quality decision component (136) of the system (100) of FIG. 1 according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIGS. 4(a-c) show a set of video frames undergoing the method of FIG. 3.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

A preferred embodiment of the present invention will be described herein below with reference to the accompanying drawings. In the following description, well known functions or constructions are not described in detail since they would obscure the description with unnecessary detail.

Referring now to FIG. 1, there is shown a block diagram of a system for adaptive media content delivery (100) according to an embodiment of the present invention. The system (100) adapts the quality of media content to be delivered based on bandwidth of a client device (150) connection and event detected in the media content. This allows the system (100) to adaptively send a media content while preserving the quality of frames capturing an event. The term "event" used in the description and in the appended claims refers to a behaviour of an object captured in a media content that is detected and deemed as being suspicious by a surveillance system such as, but not limited to intrusion, loitering, slip and fall, unattended object and etc. The system (100) generally comprises of a media source (110), a server (130), and a client device (150).

The media source (110) is used for capturing a sequence of images of a location area under surveillance. Preferably, the media source (110) is a video camera or any other image sensor device. The images captured by the media source (110) are pulled by the server (130) as video through either a wired or wireless connection.

The server (130) is connected to the client device (150) through a network such as an Internet Protocol network. The server (130) comprises of a video acquisition component (131), a video analytic component (132), a database (133), a
video buffering component (134), bandwidth rate receiver component (135), a quality
decision component (136), a video encoder (137), and a socket listener component
(138).

The video acquisition component (131) is used to acquire the video from the
media source (110). Moreover, the video acquisition component (131) decodes the
video into a plurality of frames and thereon, it sends each frame to video analytic
component (132) for event analysis.

The video analytic component (132) performs event analysis on each frame of
the video to detect an event captured in the video. The event analysis is performed
by analysing each pixel in each frame to identify motion blobs, filtering noise from the
frames, and applying event rules such as object tracking, intrusion detection and
loitering detection. Based on the event analysis performed by the video analytic
component (132), each frame is tagged with event information. The frames tagged
with event information are stored in a database (133) and temporarily stored in the
video buffering component (134).

The video buffering component (134) is used to temporarily store each frame
tagged with event information based on the event analysis performed by the video
analytic component (132) before transmitting those images to the quality decision
component (136). The video buffering component (134) is connected to the quality
decision component (136).

The quality decision component (136) is used to select image compression
ratio for each frame, and to select temporal buffer frames. The selection of image
compression and temporal buffer frames is based on the bandwidth of the client
device (150) connection and event information tagged with each frame. The selected
image compression ratio is used by the quality decision component (136) to
compress each frame, wherein frame tagged with an event is compressed with a
higher image compression ratio than the frame without an event. The image
compression used to reduce the images bit rate includes any intra-codec, lossy or
lossless compression. The quality decision component (136) is further connected to
the video encoder (137) and the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135).
The client bandwidth rate receiver component (135) is used to estimate the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection. More specifically, the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135) receives bit rate value based on transmission rate and packets size yield from the client device (150).

The video encoder (137) is used to encode the compressed and selected temporal buffer frames from the quality decision component (136) into a video. The video encoder (137) is further connected to the socket listener component (138).

The socket listener component (138) is an interface component to receive a request message from the client device (150) and to deliver the video encoded by the video encoder (137) to the client device (150) over a wired or wireless network. Moreover, the socket listener component (138) communicates with the client device (150) either through TCP protocol, UDP protocol, HTTP protocol or any other communication protocol.

The client device (150) is used for downloading and playing the media content from the server (130). The client device (130) includes a socket downloader component (151) and a video player (152).

The socket downloader component (151) is an interface component which is used to send a request message to the server (130) and to receive the video from the server (130). The socket downloader component (151) is connected to the video player (152). Moreover, the socket downloader component (151) communicates with the server (130) either through TCP protocol, UDP protocol, HTTP protocol or any other communication protocol.

The video player (152) is used to decode the received video and thereon, playing and displaying the decoded video on a monitor connected to the client device (150).

Referring now to FIG. 2, there is shown a flowchart of a method for adaptive delivering of media content by using the system (100) of FIG. 1. Initially, as in step 201, the video acquisition component (131) receives a video from the media source (110) and thereon, decodes the video into a plurality of frames (1-10) as illustrated.
in FIG. 4a. Thereon, each frame of the video is analysed by the video analytic component (132) to detect any event captured in the frames as in step 202. Each frame is tagged with event information based on the event analysis performed by the video analytic component (132). As an example, FIG. 4b illustrates each frame of the video of FIG. 4a is tagged with event information, wherein a first frame (1), a second frame (2), a fifth frame (5), a sixth frame (6), an eighth frame (8), and a ninth frame (9) are tagged with no event while, a third frame (3), a fourth frame (4), and a tenth frame (10) are tagged with having an event. In step 203, the frames tagged with event information are buffered in the video buffering component (134). Next, in step 204, the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection is estimated by the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135). The bandwidth estimation includes the steps of sending a test frame from the client device (150) to the server (130), recording arrival time of the first bit and the last bit of the test frame, and calculating the bandwidth based on the equation below:

\[ R_{si} = \sum \text{Size} / (T_{sn} - T_{bo}) \]

where \( R_{si} \) is the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection, 'Size' is the data size of the test frame, \( T_{sn} \) is the arrival time of the last bit of the test frame, and \( T_{bo} \) is the arrival time of the first bit of the test frame.

Once the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection has been estimated, the quality decision component (136) performs image compression for each frame and selective temporal buffer frames based on the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection and event information tagged with each frame (step 205). The image compression used to reduce the images bit rate includes any intra-codex, lossy or lossless compression. The compressed and selected temporal buffer frames are then transmitted to the video encoder (137).

Thereon, the video encoder (137) encodes the compressed and selected temporal buffer frames into video. FIG. 4c illustrates the frames of FIG. 4b encoded by the video encoder (137) based on a selected temporal buffer frames, wherein the encoded video comprises of only the first frame (1), the third frame (3), the fourth frame (4), the fifth frame (5), and the seventh frame (7). The encoded video is then transmitted to the client device (150) via the socket listener component (138) as in
The video received by the socket downloader component (151) are then decoded and played by video player (152) as in step 207.

Referring now to FIG. 3, there is shown a flowchart of a method for performing image compression and selective temporal buffer frames by the quality decision component (136). In step 301, the quality decision component (136) selects and extracts a frame from the video buffering component (134) and thereon, checks whether the frame is tagged with an event.

If the frame is tagged with an event, then the quality decision component (136) selects a lower image compression ratio and more frequent frame sequence for the following frame (decision 302, and steps 303 to 304).

However, if the frame is not tagged with an event, the quality decision component (136) selects a higher image compression ratio and less frequent frame sequence for the following frame (decision 302 and steps 305 to 307). Thus, the selected image compression ratio reduces the image quality of the frame.

Based on the compression ratio selected, the frame is compressed according to the selected image compression and packetized with other selected frames (step 308).

Thereon, as in decision 309, the total size of the packetized frames is compared with the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection.

If the total size of the packetized frames is lower than the bandwidth estimated by the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135), the quality decision component (136) repeats step 301 to decision 309, wherein the quality decision component (136) extracts the following frame from the video buffering component (134) to check whether the frame is tagged with an event. The following frame is selected and extracted based on the previous frame packetized.

If the total size of the packetized frames is higher than the bandwidth estimated by the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135), the quality decision component (136) determines whether the packetized frames can be compressed to
reduce it to a size lower than or equal to the estimated bandwidth as in decision 310. If the packetized frames can be reduced, the quality decision component (136) compresses the packetized frames and thereon, sends the packetized frames to the video encoder (137) as in step 311 and 313. Otherwise, the quality decision component (136) discards the frame from the packetized frames and sends the packetized frames to the video encoder (137) as in step 312 and 313. The frame which is discarded from the packetized frames is included for the following packetized frames to be sent to the video encoder (137).

If the total size of the packetized frames is similar to the bandwidth estimated by the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135), the quality decision component (136) sends the packetized frames to the video encoder (137) as in step 313.

To provide a better understanding of the abovementioned steps performed by the quality decision component (136), FIG. 4b and FIG. 4c are referred to illustrate an example of the frames stored in the video buffering component (134) and the packetized frames. The size for each frame is 180kbit and the estimated bandwidth is 750kbit/s.

Initially, the quality decision component (136) selects and extracts the first frame (1) stored in the video buffering component (134). Since the first frame (1) is tagged with no event, the quality decision component (136) selects a higher image compression ratio. Moreover, the quality decision component (136) selects a less frequent frame sequence for the following frame, wherein the quality decision component (136) skips a frame to select the third frame (3) as the following frame. Thereon, the first frame (1) is compressed to a size of 120kbit and the compressed first frame (1) is packetized. The total size of the packetized frames is compared with the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection. Since the total size of the packetized frames of 120kbit is lower than the estimated bandwidth of 750kbit/s, the quality decision component (136) selects and extracts the following frame which is the third frame (3) stored in the video buffering component (134).

The third frame (3) is tagged with an event and thus, the quality decision component (136) selects a lower image compression ratio. Moreover, the quality
decision component (136) selects more frequent frame sequence for the following frame, wherein the quality decision component (136) selects the fourth frame (4) as the following frame. Thereon, the third frame (3) is compressed to a size of 180kbit and then, packetized with the first frame (1). The total size of the packetized frames is compared with the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection. Since the total size of the packetized frames of 300kbit is lower than the estimated bandwidth of 750kbit/s, the quality decision component (136) selects and extracts the following frame which is the fourth frame (4) stored in the video buffering component (134).

The fourth frame (4) is tagged with an event and thus, the quality decision component (136) selects a higher image compression ratio. Moreover, the quality decision component (136) selects more frequent frame sequence for the following frame, wherein the quality decision component (136) selects the fourth frame (5) as the following frame. Thereon, the fourth frame (4) is compressed to a size of 180kbit and then, packetized with the first frame (1) and the third frame (3). The total size of the packetized frames is compared with the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection. Since the total size of the packetized frames of 480kbit is still lower than the estimated bandwidth of 750kbit/s, the quality decision component (136) selects and extracts the following frame which is the fifth frame (5) stored in the video buffering component (134).

The fifth frame (5) is tagged with no event and thus, the quality decision component (136) selects a higher image compression ratio. Moreover, the quality decision component (136) selects a less frequent frame sequence for the following frame, wherein the quality decision component (136) skips a frame to select the seventh frame (7) as the following frame. Thereon, the fifth frame (5) is compressed to a size of 120kbit and then, packetized with the first frame (1), the third frame (3) and the fourth frame (4). The total size of the packetized frames is compared with the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection. Since the total size of the packetized frames of 600kbit is lower than the estimated bandwidth of 750kbit/s, the quality decision component (136) selects and extracts the following frame which is the seventh frame (7) stored in the video buffering component (134).

The seventh frame (7) is tagged with no event and thus, the quality decision component (136) selects a higher image compression ratio. Moreover, the quality
decision component (136) selects a less frequent frame sequence for the following frame, wherein the quality decision component (136) skips two frames to select the tenth frame (10) as the following frame. Thereon, the seventh frame (7) is compressed to a size of 100kbit and then, packetized with the first frame (1), the third frame (3), the fourth frame (4) and the fifth frame (5). The total size of the packetized frames is compared with the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection. Since the total size of the packetized frames of 700kbit is still lower than the estimated bandwidth of 750kbit/s, the quality decision component (136) selects and extracts the following frame which is the tenth frame (10) stored in the video buffering component (134).

The tenth frame (10) is tagged with an event and thus, the quality decision component (136) selects a lower image compression ratio. Moreover, the quality decision component (136) selects more frequent frame sequence for the following frame. Thereon, the tenth frame (10) is compressed to a size of 180kbit and then, packetized with the first frame (1), the third frame (3), the fourth frame (4), the fifth frame (5) and the seventh frame (7). The total size of the packetized frames is compared with the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection. Since the total size of the packetized frames of 880kbit is higher than the estimated bandwidth of 750kbit/s and it cannot be compressed to a size lower than or equal to the estimated bandwidth, the quality decision component (136) discards the tenth frame (10) from the packetized frames. The packetized frames comprising the first frame (1), the third frame (3), the fourth frame (4), the fifth frame (5) and the seventh frame (7) as shown in FIG. 4c are then sent to the video encoder (137). The tenth frame (10) will be included for the following packetized frames to be sent to the video encoder (137).

Although described in the abovementioned description that only one media source (110) is connected to the server (130), it is appreciated by a person skilled in the art that more than one media source (110) can be connected to the server (130).

While embodiments of the invention have been illustrated and described, it is not intended that these embodiments illustrated and describe all possible forms of the invention. Rather, the words used in the specifications are words of description rather than limitation and various changes may be made without departing from the scope of the invention.
CLAIMS

1. A system for adaptive media content delivery (100) comprising at least one media source (110), a server (130), and a client device (150), wherein the system (100) is characterised in that the server (130) includes:

   a) at least one video analytic component (132), wherein the at least one video analytic component (132) is used to analyse event in images captured by the at least one media source (110);

   b) a bandwidth rate receiver component (135), wherein the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135) is used to estimate the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection;

   c) a quality decision component (136), wherein the quality decision component (136) is used to perform image compression for each frame and selective temporal buffer frames based on bandwidth of the client device (150) connection and event captured in the images; and

   d) a video encoder (137), wherein the video encoder (137) is used to encode the compressed and selected temporal buffer frames from the quality decision component (136) into a video.

2. A method for delivering of a media content by using the system (100) as claimed in claim 1, comprising the steps of:

   a) receiving a plurality of captured images or video frames from at least one media source (110) by a video acquisition component (131);

   b) analysing each frame by at least one video analytic component (132) to determine whether an event is detected in each frame;

   c) buffering the frames in a video buffering component (134);

   d) estimating bandwidth of a client device (150) connection by the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135);

   e) performing image compression on each frame and selective temporal buffer frames by a quality decision component (136), wherein the image compression and selective temporal buffer frames are performed based on the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection and the event detected in each frame;

   f) encoding the compressed and selected temporal buffer frames into video by a video encoder (137); and

   g) transmitting the video to the client device (150).
3. The method as claimed in claim 2, wherein the bandwidth estimation includes
the steps of:
   a) sending a test frame from the client device (150) to the server (130);
   b) recording arrival time of the first bit and the last bit of the test frame;
   and
   c) calculating the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection based
      on data size of the test frame, arrival time of the last bit of the test
      frame, and the arrival time of the first bit of the test frame.

4. The method as claimed in claim 2, wherein the step of performing image
   compression on each frame and selective temporal buffer frames by a quality
decision component (136) includes the steps of:
   a) selecting and extracting a frame from the video buffering component
      (134);
   b) determining whether an event is detected in the frame, wherein if an
      event is detected in the frame, selecting a lower image compression
      ratio and more frequent frame sequence for the following frame by the
      quality decision component (136), and wherein if there is no event
      detected in the frame, selecting a higher image compression ratio and
      less frequent frame sequence for the following by frame the quality
      decision component (136);
   c) compressing the frame based on the selected compression ratio;
   d) packetizing the compressed frame with previous selected frames;
   e) comparing total size of the packetized frames with the bandwidth of
      the client device (150) connection, wherein if the total size of the
      packetized frames is lower than the bandwidth estimated by the client
      bandwidth rate receiver component (135), repeating steps (a) to (d) for
      the following frame selected from the video buffering component
      (134), and wherein if the total size of the packetized frames is higher
      than the bandwidth estimated by the client bandwidth rate receiver
      component (135), compressing the packetized frames if the
      packetized frames can be reduced to a size lower than or equal to the
      estimated bandwidth or discarding the frame from the packetized
frames if the packetized frames cannot be reduced to a size lower than or equal to the estimated bandwidth; and

f) sending the packetized frames to the video encoder (137).

5 5. A server (130) for delivering media content to a client device (150) comprising a video acquisition component (131), a database (133), a video buffering component (134), and a socket listener component (138), characterised in that the server (130) further includes:

a) at least one video analytic component (132), wherein the at least one video analytic component (132) is used to analyse event in images captured by the at least one media source (110);

b) a bandwidth rate receiver component (135), wherein the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135) is used to estimate the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection;

c) a quality decision component (136), wherein the quality decision component (136) is used to perform image compression for each frame and selective temporal buffer frames based on bandwidth of the client device (150) connection and event captured in the images; and

d) a video encoder (137), wherein the video encoder (137) is used to encode the compressed and selected temporal buffer frames from the quality decision component (136) into a video.

6. A method for delivering of a media content by using the server (130) as claimed in claim 5, comprising the steps of:

a) receiving a plurality of captured images or video frames by a video acquisition component (131);

b) analysing each frame by at least one video analytic component (132) to determine whether an event is detected in each frame;

c) buffering the frames in a video buffering component (134);

d) estimating bandwidth of a client device (150) connection by the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135);

e) performing image compression on each frame and selective temporal buffer frames by a quality decision component (136), wherein the image compression and selective temporal buffer frames are
performed based on the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection and the event detected in each frame;

f) encoding the compressed and selected temporal buffer frames into video by a video encoder (137); and

g) transmitting the video to the client device (150).

7. The method as claimed in claim 6, wherein the bandwidth estimation includes the steps of:

a) sending a test frame from the client device (150) to the server (130);

b) recording arrival time of the first bit and the last bit of the test frame;

and
c) calculating the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection based on data size of the test frame, arrival time of the last bit of the test frame, and the arrival time of the first bit of the test frame.

8. The method as claimed in claim 6, wherein the step of performing image compression on each frame and selective temporal buffer frames by a quality decision component (136) includes the steps of:

a) selecting and extracting a frame from the video buffering component (134);

b) determining whether an event is detected in the frame, wherein if an event is detected in the frame, selecting a lower image compression ratio and more frequent frame sequence for the following frame by the quality decision component (136), and wherein if there is no event detected in the frame, selecting a higher image compression ratio and less frequent frame sequence for the following by frame the quality decision component (136);

c) compressing the frame based on the selected compression ratio;

d) packetizing the compressed frame with previous selected frames;

e) comparing total size of the packetized frames with the bandwidth of the client device (150) connection, wherein if the total size of the packetized frames is lower than the bandwidth estimated by the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135), repeating steps (a) to (d) for the following frame selected from the video buffering component (134), and wherein if the total size of the packetized frames is higher

than the bandwidth estimated by the client bandwidth rate receiver component (135), compressing the packetized frames if the packetized frames can be reduced to a size lower than or equal to the estimated bandwidth or discarding the frame from the packetized frames if the packetized frames cannot be reduced to a size lower than or equal to the estimated bandwidth; and

f) sending the packetized frames to the video encoder (137).
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